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TOTAL QUESTIONS-15,                         TIME – 10 MINUTES,  MARKS –15 

 ENGLISH    

1. The synonym of “Lucidity” is: 

(A) fluidity   (B)politeness   (C)clarity   (D)fluency 

2. The antonym of “Successor” is: 

(A)failure   (B)loser   (C)predator   (D)predecessor 

3. Choose the correctly spelt word out of the following words. 

(A)exageration  (B)archeology   (C)renounciation  (D)malignant 

4. Identify the errors in the sentences given:  It is raining. Mohan and Sumesh were walking on the park. 

The path is wet. Mohan slips and fell. 

(A) raining, were, on (B) were, on, fell  (C) were, on, slips (D) were, slips, fell 

5. From the options given below, choose the one that sums up the meaning of the given phrase below. 

To lift or haul something heavy with great effort 

(A)Heave   (B)Shrimp   (C)Wimp   (D)Runt 

6. From the options given below, choose the one that sums up the meaning of the given idiom below. 

To husband one’s resources 

(A)to be sound     (B)to make a gesture of peace  

(C)to use economically all the capital one has (D)to become associated with 

7. Change the following sentence into Indirect speech. 

The kids yelled in a loud voice, “We love our family.” 

(A)The kids yelled loudly that they love our family. 

(B)The kids yelled in a loud voice that they loved their family. 

(C)The kids yelled in a loud voice that they loved our family. 

(D)The kids were shouting loudly that they loved their family. 

8. Change the following sentence into Passive voice. 

She is putting in many hours of work. 

(A)Many hours of work would be put in by her. (B)Many hours of work is being put by her. 

(C)Many hours of work are being put in by her. (D)Many hours of work will be put in by her. 

9. He is looking _______ the glorious lamp of the day. (Fill in the blank with suitable preposition) 

(A)off   (B)by    (C)in    (D)at 

10. The meaning of phrasal verb “Cool Off” is: 

(A)to lose temperature (B)to remove or delete (C)to dispose of something (D)to expect or plan 

11. The income tax raid was too sudden _________. (Fill in the blank with suitable option) 

(A)so that the man escaped (B)for the man escaping    (C)then the man escaped  (D)for the man to escape 

12. ________ at all is doubtful. (Fill in the blank with suitable option) 

(A)If he will come  (B)Whether he will come(C)He will come    (D)His coming 

13. She ______ read a book while watching TV during her school days. (Fill in the blank with suitable modal) 

(A)could   (B)can    (C)would   (D)must 

14. She said that she _______ prepare dinner herself. (Fill in the blank with suitable modal) 

(A)would   (B)will    (C)must be   (D)could be 

15. The horse was beaten _______ a whip _______ the rider. (Fill in the blank with suitable prepositions) 

(A)by, with   (B)with, by   (C)for, in   (D)with, with 

ANSWER KEY 
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ALL THE POWER IS WITHIN YOU; YOU CAN DO ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING BELIEVE IN THAT; DON’T 

BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE WEAK. STAND UP AND EXPRESS THE DIVINITY WITHIN YOU”
 ******************************* 
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